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During the past few days the staff of THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE has been conducting an extensile
investigation into an incident which took piace
between white and biack students at Stoke Hail
Tuesday night. We have aiso been investigating
other related incidents.
Since our investigation begun, three students
have been charged with aggravated assault, a fel
ony.
Responsible journalism dictates that we do not
print information that might violate the legal
rights of these students and we are therefore ta
king the unusuai step of not printing information
at this time that has been made avaiiable to us.
We make this decision since we beiieve that
protecting the legal rights of these students
comes before our obligation to provide informa
tion to the pubiic.

state police at Stoke Hall Tuesday night.
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Student groups support Katari
by Lou Ureneck
Staff Reporter
Members of WOMEN!, Katari,
SDS, SPCC, and the White Pan
thers met Wednesday night in
the Memorial Union to discuss
the situation that blacks face
at UNH. The meeting was closed
to the press.
After the meeting, the groups
traveled to Stoke to rally interes
ted people.
Later that night representa
tives from the organizations in
volved issued a statement to THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The groups decided: “ Black
and white students should band
together with Katari to help show
students what has been happening
to blacks on this campus all year
long.”
“ Joe Mitchell and the Stoke in
cident are not isolated inci
dents,” interjected Kathy Ma
loney,
the
spokesman from

WOMEN!
“ The University administra
tion will be held responsible for
its part in the harrassment of
Katari all year long, through
their inaction,” continued the
joint statement.
“ We also decided to educate
students to what has happened
with Katari by issuing a leaflet
to include two things.”
“ First, in the leaflet, we will
list the incidents in the last
couple weeks involving Katari,
and the position of Katari.”
“ Secondly, the leaflet will pro
test the College C om er incident
involving Joe (M itchell).”
The groups represented also
said they would hold a meeting
at 10 a.m. Thursday (yesterday),
then proceed to the College C or
ner Restaurant at 11 a.m, to
“ sit-in .”
“ There will also be a “ sit-in ”
at T-Hall to protest the bur

eaucracy’ s part in the harrass
ment of Katari,” the spokesmen
said. The “ sit-in ” will be F ri
day.
The representatives explained
the closing of the meeting to the
press:
“ There was a general consen
sus that we didn’t want a repor
ter there. The people wanted to
get their stuff together, then is 
sue a statement.’
“ We weren’t sure at that point
if things said should go into THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE.”
Thursday’ s planned “ sit-in ” at
the College Corner Restaurant
failed to materialize.
Vincent Stahley, an SDS mem
ber, said that the “ sit-in ” was
postponed because “ they were
confused by the arrests of three
blacks in Dover.
We want to
wait until we can get some more
information on the a rrest,”

Newmarket Free Clinic planned
by Warren Watson
Staff Reporter
Downtown Newmarket, N.H.
still retains much of the charac
ter of years gone by. The fact
ory complex dominates the scene,
and old business fixtures like
Griffin’ s Furniture continue to
prosper in the mill community of
3,000. A nagging problem has
always persisted in Newmarket,
however, a problem which seem
ingly should never exist in 1971the town has no medical facil
ity or regular doctor.
It was against this backdrop
that a small group announced
tentative plans last week for the
organization of a Newmarket
Free Clinic, a project which
they hope will embrace the com
munity in a joint effort to pro
vide medical services.
“ W e’ re convinced there is a
real need, a medical and so
cial need, for a free clinic here,”
explained Ray Jones and Kathy
Ryan, form er students at the

University and co-spokes men for .
the project. “ Medical costs are
absurd, and doctors are so scar
c e ,” Ryan added.
Although the effort is still very
much in the planning stages, the
project received a boost last
week with the purchase of two
storefronts on Main St.
Sig
nificantly, pamphletting and fund
raising operations were under
way in the Newmarket and Dur
ham areas. * Jones, however
pleased with the work to this
point, noted that the storefronts
were only a start:
“ We still
need to get the buildings in or
der. There’ s plumbing, electri
cal work, and painting to be
done. We’ re hoping the com
munity will pitch in and donate
time and material.”
“ It is not our clin ic,” Ryan
emphasized.
“ We’ re trying to
get all the community involved—
the pastors, workmen, and any
one with any experience in med
icine. Even a few outside doc

House passes UNH line-item budget
A bill in the New Hampshire
General Court to impose a lineitem budget on the University
system was passed by the House
last night 188 to 114.
House Bill *18, introduced by
Rep. Robert w , Lawton of M ere
dith, would require the Univer
sity system to get authorization

Open meeting
There
will be an open
meeting in the Union Monday
at 4 p.m. to discuss tuition
and room and board increas
es, and the abolition of de
ferred payments. Philip Dun
lap , chairman of the finan
cial committee of the Board
of Trustees^ and Norman Me
yers, vice president-treasur
er, will be present to answer
questions.

from the Governor and Council
for ^ y transfer of funds from
on budget item to another. At
the present tme the trustees are
authorized to transfer funds.
The bill will now go before the
Senate.
A lso scheduled for hearing be
fore the House yesterday was
House Bill 145 dealing with cam
pus unrest. The bill, introdu
ced by Rep. Read of Rockingham,
provides for dismissal of facu
lty who engage “ in any activity
which disrupts the orderly con
duct o lawful activities of the
institution through riot, inciting
to riot, mob action or other con
duct which leads to substantial
disorder.”
The same terms
would apply to dismissal of “ any
employee or officer of any state
institution.”
As of press time no information
was available on the progress of
the hearings on House Bill 145.

tors have expressed interest,”
she continued.
According to the spokesmen,
clinical medicine for adults and
children will be the main thrust
of the project. The group hopes
to arrange general practitional
service for the community at
large, pending financial and com
munity support.
“ The unemployed, those on
welfare, and in general those who
need medical services the most
aren’ t getting them when they
need them. It’ s as simple as
that,” Jones contended.
“ We
want to break down the barriers
of finance and transportation,
and give everyone the services
they deserve.”

Food cooperative
In coordination with the clinic
enterprise, a food cooperative is
already underway in the Newmar
ket area. Aimed at serving hy
ing groups with limited budgets,
the “ co -o p ” arranges the dis
tribution of low -cost foodstuffs
purchased wholesale from a
Chelsea, Mass. firm .
Based at the Stone* Church in
Newmarket, the “ co -o p ” distri
buted fruits, eggs, and veget
ables to over 100 living groups in
its first week of operation.
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McConnell and Adams Three students face
felony charges
issue statements
A joint statement has been
released by University President
John W. McConnell and Charles
Leocha,
student govemnrent
president.
“ In connection with the incid
ents of last week-end, a number
o f students unfortunately felt it
necessary to thi’eaten physical
actjon rather than using the es
tablished procedures for handling
disciplinary problems. Students
are specifically warned that any
attempts to substitute group conIr o n ia iio n and r c ia lia ii o n f o r ih c

established procedures of the UniveTsity will be dealt with se
verely by the University.
Last fall the President’ s o ffice
issued a policy statement re
garding the possession and the
carrying of firearm s, knives and
other weapons,
in recent in
cidents this policy has been vi
olated,
We want to make it
clear that the University will
continue to enforce this policy
wherever evidence of its viola
tion is brought to light. It is
specifically forbidden for indiv
iduals to carry firearm s, illegal
knives, or other weapons, or to
store such in residence halls,
fraternities or sororities.
Underlying some of our diffi

culties of the last few weeks has
been a lack of adequate com 
munication and understanding a mong several groups on the Uni
versity campus. Working with
students and faculty, student gov
ernment and the administration
will make an earnest effort to
bridge the gaps which now exist
and lay the foundation for a more
concerned and cooperative r e 
lationship among campus groups.”
Leocha, asked to specify ex
actly what these efforts would
be, said his first action would
be to call a meeting of the pres
idents of the student organ
izations to further discuss the
issue.
That meeting will take
place today.
Myrna Adams, assistant to the
Academic Vice President, also
made a statement in which she
said, “ My general feeling is
thkt the question of black-white
relations has not really been
addressed, not since I came here.
I think it should be addressed
soon, particularly in light of r e 
cent events. There are no spec
ific plans, we have to get clear
on this point first. I’m hope
ful it will be done in the near
future.”

Funeral services held for Ellen Silverman
Services were conducted Wed
nesday for UNH sophomore Ellen
Silverman, at Temple Israel in
Dover.
Silverman, an art education
m ajor, died Monday at Wentworth-Douglas Hospital in Do
ver of injuries sustained in a

Durham accident last Thursday.
Silverman
resided
at
63
Congress Street in Rochester.
Her family includes: her parents,
David and Lilian (Birnbaum) Sil
verman of Rochester,
and a
sister, M rs. Myra Ann Greenburg of Fairbanks, California.

Three students were arrested
yesterday in Dover as the re 
sult of two separate incidents
in Durham over the past week.
Arrested were Johnny T rice , Jo
seph Mitchell and Sterling Stuart^
all on charges of aggravated a s
sault, a felony.
T rice and Stuart’s arrests
stemmed from their alleged in
volvement in a disturbance out
side of Stoke Hall Tuesday eve
ning.
Lt. Ronald McGowen, criminal
investigator of the Durham P o
n ce Department, iiiea tne com 
plaints. T rice allegedly commit
ted “ an assault of an aggravated
nature upon one William A. P o
chette, (a brother of Theta Chi)
Dover, consisting of pointing a
gun at the said William A. P o
chette, thereby causing him to be
in fear o f his life .”
The complaint filed against
Stuart alleged he “ did beat on
Charles M orrill, said beating
being o f an aggravated nature,
consisting of striking him upon
the head with a wine bottle,
causing injuries to Charles M or
r ill’ s head and neck.”
The warrant for Mitchell’ s ar
rest was issued following an in
cident in The Down Under Pub.
The complaint read that “ he
did commit an assault of an ag
gravated nature upon one Paul
E. Shepard, (a graduate student)
in that he, Joseph H. Mitchell,
stated that he would be waiting
for me (Shepard) outside with
his knife and that he would cut me
(Shepard) if I called the police.
At this time he reached for a
knife and pulled it out half-way
so that the blade was partially
showing; thereby placing the said

Paul E. Shepard’s life in fea r.”
T rice and Mitchell were ar
rested in the form er’ s apartment
on 777 Central Avenue, Dover.
The arrests were carried out by
Inspector James Rowe and Lt.
Joseph McCaathy, Officers Earl
M errill, Clinton Sheppherdand
Edward Libby, all of the Dover
Police Department and Lt. Ron
ald McGowen of the Durham Po
lice Department.
According to McGowen, “ Ster
ling later came into the Dover
P olice Station where he was a r
rested.” MCGowen was unaware
whether Stuart knew of the war
rant for his arrest.
The three students were r e 
leased at 2:55 p.m. yesterday on
$500 personal recognizance and
are expected to face arraignment,
March 5.
Mitchell will be charged with
an additional complaint of d is
orderly conduct, a misdemeanor,
this afternoon in Durham Court
(see accompanying story).

M itc h e ll in
c o u rt to d a y
Durham Police arrested Joe
Mitchell, a
black sociology
m ajor, at the College Corner
Restaurant Monday. He was
charged with disorderly conduct.
Sgt. Robert Hollis of the Dur
ham Police Department said that
a citizen’ s complaint was signed
by Richard Pickard, manager of
the College C om er Restaurant.
Joe Mitchell will appear in
Durham court today at 1:45 p.m.

Even a single nail
Spokesman Jones noted the im
portance of both the clinic and the
“ c o -o p ,” stressing the impor
tance of volunteer help in both
instances. “ These are concrete
things starting now. The success
of other community operations is
dependent on the feedback here.
W e’ re offering opportunities for
people to channel their enthu
siasm into practical action,” he
pointed out.
Jones and Ryan noted that any
persons interested in working for
the clinic should contact them
at the Inferno in Newmarket, or
at 868-7084. Perhaps a quicker
method of action is summed up
by Jones — “ We’ ll be in tne buil
dings this weekend. We can use
all the bodies we can get. A can
of paint, tools, boards — even
a single nail would be put to
good use. You can be sure of
that.”
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Commentary

Life Studies

‘A B e tter Chance^ reach es D over
by Denice Zurline
Strung across the front of a
two-story white house on Stark
Ave. in Dover are multi-colored
light bulbs which read PEACE.
In that house lives a boy from
Harlem, another from Jersey
City, one from Queens and one
from Bronx, N.Y., two from the
Watts area of Los Angeles, one
from an Indian Reservation in
Parker, Arizona, one from Idaho, and one from Cambridge,
Mass.
Besides these ten boys, two
UNH students and James Dunn,
his wife and their little boy live
there.
How did these 15 so strikingly
different people all come together*>
Some years ago, 17 private
schools primarily in the East,
such as Philips-Exeter Academy
in Exeter, developed what one
might call a “ social conscience.
They got together and decided
it was time to do something to
improve the low quality educa
tion of minority groups, who
very often lack the opportunity
to obtain a good education.
These schools developed a pro
gram for bringing minority stu
dents of high academic calibre
out of their environment into the
private schools to prepare them
for college. The program proved
successful. Eventually, however,
numbers outstripped available
resources.
Some of the people involved
began to wonder: if this kind of
a program could work in the
private schools, isn't it possible
that it could also work in the
public schools?
Why can’t you bring these kids
together in a school or a house
and use that opportunity to pre
pare them for college?
The idea spread, and soon a
national public school basis was
developed for that purpose. Thus
was born the ABC Program,
the letters ABC standing quite
appropriately for “ A Better
Chance.’ ’
The National Office of the ABC
Program is located at Dartmouth
College in Hanover, and is basi
cally funded through the William
Jewitt Tucker Foundation.

Tutors being sought
The program came to Dover in
the same way it spread to many
other places in the East.
A
representative from the National
Office, usually “ Tom’ ’ Mikula,
the national director, visits dif
ferent communities, talks with
the people there, and tries to
interest them in the ABC Pro
gram.
When Mikula came to Dover
last spring, he explained the pro
gram to the community.
He explained how the program
got started and how it works.
He told them of its objectives
and its goals. What he had to
say stirred the consciences of
some of the more concerned
townspeople and they decided to
initiate the program into the town
with the help of the National Of
fice.
The ABC House in Dover is
not unique. It functions as any
normal household of 15 people,
10 of which are boys between
the ages of 13 and 18, There
are no girls in the program in
Dover because of the housing
situation.
The boys attend Dover High
School during the day, and nights,
Sunday through Thursday, they
are tutored from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m.
Any high school student in
the community may come to the
CORRECTION

tutoring sessions whenever he
feels he could use the extra
help.
Most of the tutoring is done
by the two resident tutors, Carl
Defilippi and Jack Kenney. Both
are seniors at UNH, practice
teaching at Dover High School
this semester, and both are mem
bers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity.
The SAE house was approached
by representatives from the pro
gram in Dover when the program
was just getting underway, and it
was they who nourished the idea
of having resident tutors to both
live in the house with the boys
to help provide supervision, and
to tutor them on their own time.
It was originally planned that
each semester two men from SAE
would tutor on a live-in basis,
and each night, Sunday through
Thursday, three different men
from the house would assist them.
Now, however, anyone interested
and qualified may help.
At the present time, the only
tutors are Defilippi and Kenney.
They are seeking the assistance
of various persons in the area
such as University professors in
the
Math and Spanish De
partments, and honor students
at the University.

something also. Many a time,
according
to Defilippe
and
Kenney, what begins as a tutoring
session turns into a three-hour
rap session.
The boys relate first-hand in
formation about themselves, the
area they are from, and their
way of life. The tutor becomes
more and more interested in
what the boys have to say, asks
them more questions, and the dis
cussion progresses. Both par
ties forget for the moment the
purpose of the session, but re
gardless, much is learned.
As the message on the house
suggests, there is a feeling of
closeness and unity in that big
house on Stark Avenue. Not only
among the boys themselves, but
among the whole “ fam ily,”
Each week the boys have cer
tain chores to do around the
house. Every Wednesday there
is a general cleanup of the whole
house. At the end of the week,
if the chores have all been done,
the boys receive a $3.00 allow
ance.
School nights they are allowed
to
attend
certain
schoolsponsored activities such as the
basketball games.
Friday and
Saturday nights the boys may go
out on their own as long as they
sign out where they’ll be, and
are back by midnight.
Sundays the boys are enter
tained by various “ host famil
ies” in Dover, who are willing
to lend the program and the boys
their time. Besides entertaining
the boys on Sunday, some of the
families take the boys on ski
weekends and family vacations.
The program also provides
three round trip tickets home
for the boys during the school
year.

Selfless and Selfish
Defilippi and Kenney enjoy the
volunteer work they’ re doing.
They consider their role to be
both “ selfless and selfish.’ ’ Both
feel the most important thing
they can provide for the boys is
motivation.
The boys come from all dif
ferent places, walks of life, and
family backgrounds. Once they
enter into the program, they
are presented with opportunities
never before dreamed of.
It is the job of the people in
volved with these boys to prac
tically change their entire life
styles, according to Defilippi and
Kenney. They present to them
new attitudes about themselves
and their abilities and give them
new hope for the future.
Most important, they help them
formulate new ways of thinking,
feeling, and dealing with people
with different backgrounds from
their own.
The boys in return contribute

STU D EN TS
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Selects disadvantaged
To keep the program running
smoothly and effectively in Do
ver, various committees made up
of people from the area have
been formulated. There exists
the Board of D irectors. Paul
Cox, a Dover attorney, serves as
president of the Board of Di
rectors.
Wilburn L. Sims, instructor
o f speech and drama at UNH,
is chairman o f the Student Dev______ (Continued on page 3)
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necessarily just in the sciences.
“ It’ s obsolete in the social s c i
en ces.”
“ What we really have to find
is another way other than rote
memory for psychology, s o ci
ology, etc. They have failed to
show the transition between i deals and practices,” Webb ex
plained.
“ There is a cultural
lag between humanism and the
sciences so we have to do som e
thing about it.”
The Whole Life Studies exper
ience is an experience in what is
worth knowing,” he continued.
Webb responded to the criti
cism of Life Studies by saying,
“ The campus hasn’t been hostile,
more like unresponsive. Hope
fully the University community
will b e more tolerant and un
derstanding. We’re not trying
to subvert traditional education.”
“ The University must be a
commimity that allows experi
mentation or die or become ob
solete.
If we aren’t open to
experimentation, we’ll become
obsolete like the dinosaur,” Webb
said. “ The University will choke
itself up like hardening of the
arteries,” he maintained.
“ Life Studies should be an
existential question, ‘ What does
it mean to be alive?’ ” he said.
“ The
theoretic
approach
breeds people who are afraid sothey hide behind their theories.
They fail to act. It’s like role
playing. It’ s a denial of se lf,”
Webb said.
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then evaluate it rather than snip
ing at it en route. This is the
first year of the full program
and we still don’t have time toi
really know.”
“ I also think that Life Stu
dies should stop trying to run
down conventional education and
rather say that Life Studies is an
alternate learning format that
may be great for some students
and not so great for other stu
dents,” he continued.
In explaining the lack of com
munication about Life Studies,
Murdock replied, “ I think there
is a definite need to communi
cate, but I also think the people
in Life Studies need to learn how
to communicate. I think too often
they have been communicating
from a defensive position of try
ing to point themselves out as
trying to replace a bad system.
All they are going to do if they do
that is turn everybody off.”
Dwight Webb, professor of Ed
ucation and a member of the Life
Studies Executive Board said that
Life Studies developed out of a
concern about drop-outs, blacks
and the war. “ We have to wake
iQ) to the fact that what we’re
doing in education is sterile,”
he said.
“ I am not satisfied with the
lecture format. Education must
be more humanistic, more re l
evant,” Webb said.
“ It must
be more in tune, more a part
of the life experience.”
Webb said that a lot of stock
has been put in the more trad
itional form of education, not
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TO THE EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT:
Feb. 23 issue, pg. 2, col
umn 2, first line, should have
ended .’ ’

(Continued frdm page 4)
tional Innovation did not com
municate enough.
As individual members the
members of the Council on Edu
cational Innovation
did
not
communicate enough.
As individual members the
members of the Council on Edu
cational Innovation have been
very supportive of Life Studies,
said Fried.
“ As a group the
Executive Board and the Council
are facing different questions about their own purposes.”
“ What we were asking for was
their permission to do what we
wanted to do,” he continued.
“ People feel that Life Studies
is violating the notion of a lib
eral education by focusing on what
is current, by what learning is ,”
Fried said. The lack of commu
nication and understanding must
be corrected between Life Stu
dies and the University commun
ity, he explained.
David Ellis, chairman of the
Council on Educational Innova
tion, claimed that Life Studies
had not made enough effort to in
form the Council or the Uni
versity community of Life Stu
dies’ purposes.
“ Life Studies says that they
are open,” Ellis said. “ They
should have made a point of
asking the Council over. The
campus needs to know (about
Life Studies).”
Ellis pointed out that Life Stu
dies needed more “ obvious suc
ce sses,” not just claim s. “ Life
Studies needs a clear statement
of what it is doing for students
in what way. It needs to define
what it is and where it’ s going,”
Ellis continued.
“ Speaking individually, is Life
Studies a different means to the
same end, or does it have dif
ferent ends?” he asked.
Ellis claimed that students
were not getting the breath they
would get in conventional cour
ses. He further said that a sig
nificant number of students had
left the program and that lack
of breadth may be the problem.
Joseph Murdock, chairman of

the department of electrical en
gineering and a member of the
Executive Board of Life Studies,
felt that Life Studies’ principal
difficulty was in the fact that
Life Studies moved too quickly
from ad hoc workshops to full
implementation.
Murdock conceded that Life
Studies did not have much to offer
technology students since they
are already in a structured pro
gram and cannot afford extra
courses.
“ I’ m really enthusiastic about
a lot of students being able to
take one workshop every sem
ester, and I’ m less enthusias
tic about having a very few stu
dents take a full program ,” Mur
dock said. “ I’ m not unenthusiastic, I’ m just less enthusias
tic about it.”
Murdock
repeated
Fried’ s
statement
that sciences were
very difficult to teach in an un
structured situation. “ Science
is sort of a structured kind of
thing and you just can’t teach
science without some kind of
structure.”
“ People who haven’ t tried to
teach in Life Studies ought to,
because it takes a very strong
commitment on the part of the
faculty member,” Murdock ex
plained.
“ He needs to learn
all over again how to teach when
he doesn’ t have the matter of
assignments and quizzes and gra
des and everything else to hide
behind.”
“ On the other hand the stu
dents have to make a commitment
to do quality work, and I haven’t
seen this in most of the students
that I’ ve had in workshops for
two sem esters,” explained Mur
dock.
“ Rather, I’ ve seen an
inclination to rap about things
without an adequate background,
especially in scien ce.”
In explaining the criticism di
rected at Life Studies, Murdock
said, “ When you do something
new, it’ s going to run against the
grain of those who are not in the
program .”
“ You’ re going to make mis
takes,” Murdock said. “ People
ought to allow time for this ex
periment to run its full course and
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NHORAL seeks abortion reform
by Barbara Davis
The New Hampshire Organiz
ation to Repeal Abortion Laws
(NHORAL) is trying to institute
abortion reform in the state by
publicizing and supporting the
Daloz-Cochrane bill. No. 240 in
the General Court,
The Daloz-Cochrane bill will
allow abortion until 24 weeks of
pregnancy when performed by a
licensed physician on a woman
domiciled in the state for 24
weeks.
After this period, an
abortion may be performed if a
majority of a committee of three
physicians agree that the child
born will be seriously deformed
physically or mentally, or the
continuation of the pregnancy
would Seriously impair the phy
sical or mental health of the

ABC tutors
(Continued from page 2)
elopment Committee and serves
on the Board of Directors.
The purpose of the Student
Development
Committee
is
three-fold, according to Sims,
1. to mobilize some of the re
sources at UNH, 2. to mobilize
the resources at Dover High
School, and 3. to mobilize lay
resources.
The program is termed suc
cessful, said Sims, if the student
leaves it having achieved the
means to further seek to obtain
his goals, the most important
being, going to college and stay
ing there. The national average
of students from this program
going on to college is 90 per
cent.
The cost for carrying out the
program is high. The minimal
budget for one year is estimated
at $30,000. People in the towns
where the program exists, such
as Dover, must raise $10,000 of
that $30,000 on their own.
For the first couple of years,
this $10,000 will be matched with
$20,000 from the National Office.
Once the program is well estab
lished the National Office will
withdraw its $20,000 donation and
the entire cost will be left to
the townspeople themselves.
In Dover, approximately$9,000
of the $10,000 needed has al
ready been raised by sponsoring
such events as dances and drives,
and also through private contri
butions.
Most of the money, including
the $20,000 from the National Of
fice, was used to purchase the
house where the students live.
Other expenses included furni
ture for the house, clothing for
the students when needed, and
the boy’ s allowances.
Many Dover townspeople are
trying to help, the program ob
tain these thin^"in various ways.
For example, Stuart-Shaines of
Dover allows a 40 per cent dis
count on all clothing bought for
the students. The Housing Com
mittee of the Program helps to
runiisii the Mouse in tne cneap-

UNH Christian Fellowship
The UNH Christian Fellowship will spon
sor guest speakers and dlscussl<Mi groups
every Monday night at 6;30 p.m. In the
Belknap Room of the Union.

Service Dept. Meeting
There will be an open meeting for all
undergraduates, &culty, and administrators
on Tuesday from 4-6 p.m. In Howes Audi
torium, Demerrltt Hall, concerning ques
tions that have ben raised about the Ser
vice Dept.

Unitarian Universaiist Fellowship
The Unitarian Universaiist Fellowship will
present “ The Tragedy of the MexlcanAmerIcan” with Prof. John Hogan of the Dept,
of Economics and Mario Valenzuela, a stu
dent at the University. Sunday at 10 a.m.
at 20 Madbury Rd.

Repeal Abortion Laws
Today from 10a.m.-4 p.m. there will be
a table at the Union with Information on
three prc^osed abortion bills presented this
legislative session. The table Is sponsored
by NHORAL.

Volleyball Team
The Women’ s Vo'leyball Team will play
Northeastern tomorrow at 10 a.m. and Sa
lem State on March 4 at 4;30 p.m. In New
Hampshire Hall.

Women!
Anyone Interested In forming a women’ s
contingent for the April 24 demonstration In
Washington, call Sherry Young at 659-3076.

Non Violence Seminars
The University community is Invited to
participate In a seminar on non-violence
sponsored by the students of Life Studies.
Wednesday evenings beginning March 3 there
will be a lecture series followed by group
discussions with the speaker. The second
part of the series will consist of class dis
cussions concerning readings In ncm-violence. These sessions will be on Tuesdays
from 9-11 a.m. In a room as yet undeter
mined. Lectures will be in HamUton Smith
Room 7 at 7 p.m. For further Information
call 362-2249.

woman. In order to save the life
of the woman, an abortion may be
performed without a committee
opinion.
This bill is sponsored by Albert
Daloz from Peterborough, Alex
ander Cochrane from the Durham
area, and John Menge of Hanover.
A hearing on the bill is set for
7 p.m. March 10 in Concord.
Two other bills concerning ab
ortion reform will also be intro
duced into this session of the
General Court. One bill is spon
sored by William Bowles of
Portsmouth; the other by Kimon
Zacos of Manchester. Both bills
are patterned after the Am eri
can Law Institute model codes:
revision of the criminal code, in
particular those sections dealing
with abortion.
NHORAL feels a more liberal
est way possible.
How are the candidates for the
ABC Program selected? A num
ber of applications are sent out
from the National Office to
schools in disadvantaged areas
of the country.
At these schools, students are
selected according to their abil
ity, and are approached to find
out whether or not they’d be
interested in such a program. If
they are, they complete the ap
plication and submit it for eval
uation.
The applications are screened
and candidates chosen.
If a
student is accepted for the ABC
Program, he attends a program
at Dartmouth College during the
summer preceeding the Septem
ber when he will become a full
time student under the ABC Pro
gram.
This “ family” of 15 members
is a fun and profitable exper
ience for those who live there.
And best of all, it’ s one of
the best representatives of peace,
love, and brotherhood around.

Students dem and open m eeting w ith

abortion reform bill would be
very important to the college
community. At present, Cool-Aid
averages five calls a week on
pregnancy counseling. There is
information available at the cur
rent time on abortions through the
clergyman counseling services
in the Durham area.
Ministers, doctors, and mem
bers of Zero Population Growth,
Planned Parenthood,
women’ s
organizations, and the Civil Lib
erties Union have been contac
ted and asked to testify at the
hearing on the bill, or to show
support of the bill in some way.
“ We are especially interested
in those living outside of the
Durham, Lee, Madbury area.
Hopefully, the student body can
organize themselves to get in
touch with parents and relatives
back home to pressure legisla
to r s ,” said M rs. ElizabethNordgren, secretary of NHORAL. She
also commented, “ If it’ s shown
overwhelmingly that there is an
interest, then
we
have
a
chance.”
Concerted efforts to make the
student body familiar with this
more liberal abortion reform bill
are planned for the next several
weeks. NHORAL hopes students
will become interested enough to
go home spring vacation and can
vas support from their parents
and communities.
Anyone in
terested in the bill who wishes
to help support it should con
tact NHORAL at 868-2873, or in
care of Box 604, Durham.

English D ep t, stu d en t-facu lty com m ittee
Several unidentified students
have demanded that the English
department student-faculty com 
mittee call an open meeting for
faculty, graduates and undergra
duates within ten days from yes
terday which may make binding
decisions on departmental a c
tions. The demand was made at
an open student-faculty commit
tee meeting in Hamilton Smith
attended by about 20 students
and 6 faculty members.
Specifically the students want
decisions at this open meeting
on the continuance of the Senior
Members committee as the prime
promotion and tenure decision
making structure and on revis
ion of the standards for firing
and hiring.
The students suggest that the
meeting direct an investigation
o f the dism issals of Hidde and
Penny Van Duym and establish
written objectives of the depart
ment for the future.
Department Chairman John Ri
chardson asked how feasible this
sort of process may be. “ Is
it sensible to imagine that an
open meeting can make decisions
that the department has thought
through?”
A series of meetings previous
ly conducted
questioning the

structure and recent decisions
of the department have been spar
sely attended. Students have ex
pressed feeling throughout that
certain factions are virtually un
represented or ill represented
in the departments.
There are information sheets
on the organization of the de
partment available from Ted
Sink, graduate student represen
tative to the department, or from
Richardson. No by-laws or con
stitution exists for the depart
ment.
“ We are professionally
minded as any group, so a lot
doesn’t have to be written down,”
said Richardson.
The chairman has virtually
unlimited power in departmental
decisions.
He appoints all the
committee members except those
students elected by the m ajors.
The chairman is elected by the
department for a three-year
term.
Penny Van Duym suggested that
the vagueness of the departmen
tal structure left minorities^wlthout rights.
Richardson ques
tioned who the minorities are.
Van Duym considers herself a
minority, in that as an instruc
tor she has no voice in choosing
curriculum or making depart
mental decisions.

Classifieds
PA System. Br^z
AX6uA amplifier with two Aztec columns.
Cost ne».iy $1,r
new; will sell for $415 (not necessarily a
firm price). Call Raul B: 742-4789.
WANTED: Reliable & handy couple to live in 2-bedroom mo
bile home & manage 5 rental units at Lee Wood Estates, Lee,
N.H., for partial rent abatement of $50 plus per month. Write:
Leo J. Spencer Jr., 3803 Parkwood Drive Greensboro, N.C.
27403 Or Call: 919-299-3669 for details.
’66 VW Camper — Pop-up Top, Tent, extra Tires, gas heater.
Rebuilt Engine. Call 224-5544 after 5 p.m.
Income Tax Returns Prepared. Reasonable Rates. Cali Evelyn
Abbot (UNH class of 1968), 15 Nichols Ave., Newmarket
659-3175.
Room to Rent: Boy or Girl. Call 868-2789. Ask for John.
’65 Opel. Good engine, many new parts. Excellent
miies-per-gallon. Snow tires. Will bargain. Call 868-7807 after
3:00, or contact Win Suffen, 221 Babcock.
For Sale: 1969 Alfa Romeo 1750, four-door sedan. Excellent
condition. $2,200.00. Tel. 207-698-1588.
SKIIS AND BINDINGS CHEAP! 1971 Fisher Residents 210
RSL never touched—full guarantee. Retailed at $215 — will
sell for $135.00 plus untouched Marker Rotomat FD heel and
Simplex Toe Retailed at $50.00 for $30.00 — Plus . . . 1970
Used Rossignol Strato 210 with sell for $100.00 total. Call
Greg — 742-5091.
HOMELESS? $11.00 per week (includes all utilities) for
a’very’nice place to call home! Fiirnished with well equiped kit
chen, fireplace, phone, patking, easy ride to Durham (5 miles)
One or two people to share the apartment with one present
resident. Please come see . . . Call Greg — 742-5091.
FOR RENT: In Durham. One efficiency and one 3-room apart
ment, semi-furnished. $65.00 per person, per-month. 65 Mill
Road, tel. 868-2745.

Ecology tip
All those glass bottles we’ ve
been throwing away could be re
cycled. Experiments have been
made melting the three basic
glass colors, green, amber and
white, into one, calling it “ echo”
glass. Broken glass is also being
used as “ glassphalt” to pave
roads.
If you want to recycle
your glass, write to the Glass
Container Manufacturers Insti
tute,
330 Madison Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10017, and ask that
New Hampshire be included in
the nationwide bottle redemption
and recycling program (the near
est collection center is present
ly in Dayville, Connecticut).
If you are trying to recycle
paper and aluminum and have
forgotten how to get to Wilson
Fisk’ s barn or need transpor
tation, please call 868-9633.
Prepared as a public service
by the League of Women Voters
of Durham.

4R-4R System
rne senate Curriculum Subcommittee will
conduct open meetings on the 4R-4R system
today from 3-5 p.m. and March 2 from 12-2
p.m.
The meetings will take place In the
Merrimack Room of the Unlmi. Interested
perscms should attend and/or contact J.E.
Mulhern by mall at the Physics Dept, in
DeMerrltt Hall.

T W \ Introduces Getaway

Foreign Study Film
A n American Institute for Foreign Study
film will be shown on March 4 at 7;30 p.m.
In the Carroll Room of the Union. Admlssicm
Is free and information will be available
about Summer Study and Work in Eur(q>e
programs.

Som etim es the best part of going to school
IS getting away.

International House
There will be an open house for those
students interested in applying for residence
at the International House today at 3 p.m.

Glasses Found
A pair of men’s glasses was found near
the Field House. Contact Mike Frederick at
1-603-623-7437.

Money Orders Found
Two money orders were found In “ B”
parking lot. Contact Betsy In Rochester
at 332-4844.

ALCHEMEDIA
presents
Agnes Varda’s
“Lions Love”
Tues., March 2.
6:30 — & 9:00
Rm. 4 SSC

Getaway is not just going
home, it's going somewhere new
and doing something different, so
send in the coupon and let
us send you our free
Getaway Vacation Kit.
The kit has a book covering

$1.00 or Season Ticket

MUSO

A BLUE FUTURE ?
Women and men enrolled as students at the University of
New Hampshire:
Post-graduation jobs with good salaries and excellent fringe
benefits available to qualified students interested in flying,
nursing, teaching, engineering, meteorology, therapy, journa
lism, administration, communications, and air traffic controi
(to name a few).
A tax-free $50-a-month allowance and an assured position
(with continuing educational possibilities) are available to
students enrolled in the Air Force ROTC 2-year program at
the University of New Hampshire.
Obtain fuli information on these opportunities in Air Force
blue by contacting the Department of Aerospace Studies,
Hewitt Hall.

19 of the world's great cities.
It has three brochures, one
on America, one on Europe, and
one on Africa, Asia, the Orient
and Pacific.
It has the
independent Getaway
Brochure. For people
______ who want to
travel by themselves.
If you're between 12 and
QWtSfSY_
21, we can give you our
li
___

Youth Passport cardfit gets you
3373% off domestic flights, on a
standby basis, plus reduced
rates at most places where
you'll be staying.
And then there's TWA's
free Getaway Card.
With it, you can charge airfare,
hotels, cars, meals, just about
everything. And then take up
to tw o years to pay.
Mail in the coupon for TWA's
free Getaway Vacation Kit.
And find out how easy
getting away really is.

TWA's Getaway Program
U.S.A./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa
TWA, P.O. Box 465, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
Please send me TWA's free Getaway Vacation Kit.
Name

_______

Address
State

Z ip

It.

*Application fee $3.00.
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Letters

to t Iie

EdiTOR

Bliclde misses point

Randall residents up in arms
T o the editor;
It has come to the attention
of the 155 residents of Randall
Hall that their dormitory is one
of those being considered for con
version into a men’ s residence
due to the proposed closing of
East/West. We realize that such
measures are necessary due to
the housing shortage presently
facing the University, but also
feel that, due to a plethora of
reasons well-founded in logic and
fact, Randall Hall should be pas
sed over as the subject of such a
drastic change and a more suit
able dorm be chosen for the pro
posed conversion.
The changing of Randall Hall
into a men’ s dorm would ultim
ately affect not one but three re
sidence halls, that is, Randall
and the two adjoining dorms:
Hitchcock and Devine, with the
resulting disruption taking many
form s.
A second problem to be taken
into account is the destruction
of the entire quad as a balanc
ed unit of six dorms.
Often
during the year these halls will
engage in activities on a co
operative basis, and these ven
tures have resulted in Christ
mas parties for local orphanages,
quad dances and socials such
as occurred this fall, and var
ious MERP activities, such as
the Randall/Hitchcock social last
spring.
Another definite factor is the
physical
deterioration
which
would undoubtedly plague Randall
Hall if it is converted. The evi
dence for this argument can be
found in the ripped-out phones,
scraped
furniture, and bent
screens which inevitably result
from the summer orientation
sessions wherein Randall is used
as a men’ s dorm.
The fourth and final consider
ation we will mention, that of the
rights of the students involved,
Is in all probability the most
tenuous in that it lacks tang

ible manifestations, and conse
quently a great deal of work has
been done in order to back up
this final argument with hard
facts.
The news of the possible con
version of Randall Hall was re
ceived late in the afternoon of
Monday, February 22, and that
night a petition protesting such
a move was circulated among the
three dorms which would be di
rectly affected.
The results
of that survey are as follows.
Out of the 142 students from
the two adjoining dorms which
were polled, 137, or 96.4% of
the total, did not want Randall
converted.
Out of the 153 students from
Randall which were polled, only
one negative response was re
ceived.
There are 155 residents in
Randall, and disregarding the
twenty-one seniors and trans
fers, 112, or 84% of the total,
intend to return next year.
In view of this evidence, it
could be said that, by attemp
ting such an obviously unpopu
lar move, the University is en
deavoring to implement two of
its newer and more controver
sial policies: firstly, atonement
for the Christensen/Fraser fias
co, which would occur when the
evictees from Randall would be
hard-pressed to find housing other than in the newer, more
expensive dorms, and secondly,
the expansion of coeducational
facilities.
It would seem that
those women who have chosen to
live in the quad have done so
out of a desire to be surrounded
by dorms housing their own sex.
In addition to Stoke and Chris
tensen, the new residence hall
scheduled to open next year is
to be coeducational, and it is
difficult to see why the Univer
sity persists in forcing this type
of living on those who, based on
the findings of the research con-

Criticism unwarran ted
T o the editor:
Your recent criticism of the
Executive Council regarding the’
Council’ s statement to the Sen
ate on communication with the
Board of Trustees is unwarran
ted. The Council expressed a
proposal for improving commu
nication.
Your editorial gave
very little attention to the merit
of t ^ s proposal.
Instead It
focused on an opinion expressed
by the Council which was not in
tegral to the proposal and which
should not be interpreted as sup
port for the proposal rather than
an attempt to adversely affect
either Senate debate or the at
tempts of undergraduate repres
entatives seeking a membership
on the Board of Trustees.
On the subject of Senate de
bate, let me remind you that the
University Senate is responsible
for matters of academic policy
and student governance.
De
bate on the Senate floor should
be germain to these matters.
It is the responsibility of the

Senate chairman and the Exec
utive Council with the coopera
tion of the Senate to insure that
the Senate maintains appropriate
debate. If the Council attracts
criticism for adversely affecting
debate, this criticism should be
directed against an exceedingly
liberal and tolerant attitude to
ward inappropriate debate.
Your support of token student
membership on the Board of
Trustees is evident. This matter
of membership is a concern for
the Legislature or the Governor
and not the University Senate.
If you seek to support the at
tempts for membership, work
with those responsible for the
membership decisions. Urging
more free-wheeling debate, par
ticularly in the University Senate
will achieve little. However, if
you are compelled to debate,
direct your initiatives at the
forum. Your effectiveness could
be doubly rewarding in doing
this.
David T . Landrigan

ducted, obviously do not want
it.
(Signed),
Denise Pinette, President, Ran
dall Hall
Laura Frink, Vice-President
Pamela W. Straw, Secretary
Marcy W. Hampton, Treasurer
Becky Hurley, Student Senator
Nancy Scannell, RHAC Rep.
Kathleen Hoey, concerned res.
Susan Innis, concerned res.

R O W treatment
To the editor:
This letter is addressed to the
few of us concerned with tbe
condition of humanity.
Let’ s
get it together and do some
thing a little more positive than
name-calling, marches for some
illusion of peace, toy collecting
campaigns for local “ deprived”
children — or whatever your
humanitarian bag may be. Right
now the release of the Prisoners
of War is a crucial issue to which
little attention is paid, but tow
ards which much constructive ac
tion may be accomplished on an
indivudual basis.
Give some
guys who may never even have
wanted to get in on this f ......g
war a chance to live. Instead
of mourning the casualties of
something that never should have
happened, try to prevent addi
tional ones.
It takes maybe
five damn minutes to rip off
a letter to where it hurts —
the Vietnamese government de
manding that they pay a little
attention to the terms of the
Geneva Convention in regards
to the treatment o f war pris
oners. No eloquence is required.
A few of us who are concerned
are making it real easy for you.
Pre-addressed letters will be
available at the MUB informa
tion desk, and in the dining halls
starting next week. We are sure
you can afford the 20^! for stamps.
If you don’t get hold of one of
these, the addresses to use are:
Phan Van Dong
Office of the Premier
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam
Hanoi, North Viet Nam
Ton Due Thang
Office of the President
Dem ocratic Republic of North
Vietnam
Hanoi, North Vietnam
Hecate J. Sawyer, YAF

Legedza replies to Rutman
T o the editor:
I agree with P rofessor Rutman
that the University should d is
pense with the faculty members
“ who regard their own learning
process as completed and their
task here to spew out mechani
cally what they once absorbed
mechanically,”
(THE
NEW
HAMPSHIRE, Feb. 19) but I think
that the University should also
dispense with those members
of faculty who are trying hard
to meet with their students as
seldom as possible. I can not
help thinking that they have p ro
bably nothing to convey to their
stu d ^ ts.
Surprisingly enough,
often they are those who claim
that they learn from students.
I wonder how much they can learn
if they meet with their students
as infrequently as possible (for
example:
holding classes one
hour a week in what passes for

a four-credit course).
They
are quick to avail themselves
o f every opportunity to dism iss
their classes, and the reading
period is just one of those op
portunities for them.
With regard to the students
who, as P rofessor Rutman puts
it, “ are not here properly,” I
not only think that they should
be informed so, but also d is
pensed with.
Roman Legedza
Instructor in Russian

Problems?
coll Cool-Aid

868-5600

Dear Sir.:
P rofessor Blickle of Ento
mology misses the point in his
reported remarks on DDT (THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE, February 19)
as is so often the case with peo
ple who become concerned only
when direct effects on man be
come visible.
His statements
are tired and superficial when
viewed in the light of the exten
sive testimony produced during
the Wisconsin DDT Hearings of
1969 and during hearings in the
California Legislature, 19691970. Scientific opinion on both
sides of the DDT question was
heard and both states have cur
tailed the use of the pesticide.
I participated in the California
hearings by reporting the results
of research on DDT in marine
food-chains performed at Hop
kins Marine Station of Stanford
University. It is significant that
the California Department of Ag
riculture voluntarily limited the
use of DDT in California without
legal pressure and without or
ganized action by “ prophets of
doom” . Scientific evidence was
all that was needed.
P rofessor Blickle should per
haps do some homework on re

cent scientific evidence demon
strating the effect of chlorinated
hydrocarbons on eggshell thick
ness (Heath, Spann, and Kreitzer. 1969. “ Nature,” 224:47;
Porter and Wiemeyer. 1969.
“ Science,” 165:199) before ma
king generalizations for the pub
lic record. My colleague might
also pause and reflect upon the
fragile nature of biological sys
tems and realize that only the
diversity and complexity of nat
ural systems have absorbed our
mismanagement up to now and
that all scientists should be aware and alert to signs of stress
upon these systems. P rofessor
Blickle should think about nitrate
concentrations
in
California
ground-water, the two-spotted
mite in Massachusetts (which
appeared as a DDT-resistant
form soon after widespread use
of the pesticide), and even that
old war horse. Lake Erie.
Lest I be accused of “ seeing
a chance to build myself up and
scaring the public into supporting
me” I shall remain nameless.
However, see me anytime in SLS
241 Professor Blickle, and let’ s
get together.
Name Withheld

Tarrant asks support
for volunteer military
To the Editor:
The issue of a volunteer mil
itary is coming to a head in
this session of Congress earlier
than anticipated.
The Senate
Armed Services Committee is al
ready holding hearings.
The
House expects to hold them in
the near future.
Both houses
may have voted on the issue by
the end of March, if not sooner.
It is thus imperative that those
who support the volunteer mili
tary let their Senators and Con
gressmen know their position.
Petitions, telegrams, and letters
are of the utmost importance.
Support is urged for the Vol
unteer Military Act of 1981, oth
erwise known as the GoldwaterHatfield Bill (s.392) which is
being sponsored by eleven Sena
tors.
The House version is
H.R. 138.
These bills call for the imp
lementation of the Gates Com
mission recommendations for in
creases in salary and incentives
to attract volunteers under a vol
unteer military.

Petitions are now posted in
dorms and at the dining halls.
Please sign them. The sooner
we can send them to Washington,
the more effective they will be.
Also please send me carbons
of any letters you sent to Con
gress so I can forward them to
the volunteer
military lobby.
They will be brought to the at
tention of your Senators or Con
gressmen in case they don’ t read
their own mail.
According to the Harris Poll,
69 % of the 18-20 year-olds
support a volunteer army and
52% of those over 20 support
it.
THIS IS MORE THAN A CAM
PUS ISSUE. The Selective Ser
vice Act expires in July. The
time for action is now!
For any one interested in help
ing with local community peti
tion
drives: we need people,
money and cars.
Contact; John B. Tarrant
20 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N.H.
03824
868-7382

Life Studies plagued
by communication gap
by Verne Crosier
Staff Reporter
Amid conflicting claim s from
advocates and critics. Life Stu
dies b s finished its first semeste as a formal segment of the
Univu sity community. Some of
its critics have said that it has
failed completely, others that
it was only a partial success at
best. The advocates claim it was
a success, but needs tore-define
its goals.
Robby Fried, director of Life
Studies, explained the difficul
ties of organizing an educational
experiment like Life Studies. “ To
students it meant that all restric
tions were taken away and that
everyone would learn easily and
joyfully.” As everyone in Life
Studies found out, that was not
necessarily the case.
Fried said most of the ideas
for new workshops that were
submitted to the Council on Edu
cational Innovation had to be re
vised.
Other changes in Life Studies
came in the area of self-govern
ment and planning of the curri
culum.
In the embryonic stages of
Life Studies in academic year
1969-70, the Executive Board of
Life Studies was comprised sol
ely of faculty members, Fried
explained.
This year faculty,
students, and faculty members
not teaching in Life Studies make
up the Executive Board.
But more importantly, students
are taking an active role in de
termining the curriculum. Fried
explained that in an open com
munity meeting some students
had polled the other students to
see what they wanted in the way
of courses.
Fried said the Executive Board
felt this was a good idea and sub
mitted the ideas to the Council on
Educational Innovation.
But the change from an infor
mal experiment to a full-time
department brought the realiza
tion that innovative
education
does not always work like Summerhill. “ We assumed we could
set up an ideal lerning situation,
free from coercion. We assum
ed that if we took away the fear
of grades and minimized the
classroom formalities, the na
tural impetus of teachers and
students would lead to progres
sive education.”
“ What we found was that no
body can set up the ideal learn
ing situation,” Fried admitted.
“ It must be made out of the en

ergies of each of the partici
pants.”
“ We also learned,” he con
tinued, “ that in certain areas that
demanded a large degree of back
ground information, namely the
sciences, a lot more planning and
thinking must go into how these
workshops shall be structured.”
Fried noted there were also
problems with students and tea
chers who, after leaving more
traditional learning situations,
had difficulty adapting to Life
Studies’ style of education.
“ Some of the faculty felt that
because they were in Life Studies,
they had to teach our way, and
they felt restricted,” he said.
“ They found that true participa
tion or collaboration was damn
hard work and required honest
self-criticism ' of practices in
learning, and how to motivate
on e-self by finding out that no
one can give you an education.”
The teachers and students also
found out they had to meet regu
larly with one another. Fried
said.
“ We have to be ready
to help faculty as well as stu
dents overcome the problems and
challenge of participatory educa
tion.”
The major problems Fried identified were that there was a
real need to get a greater, in
volvement of University faculty,
and there must be a greater un
derstanding of the goals of Life
Studies by the University com
munity as a whole.
“ The critics (of Life Studies)
seldom come over to talk to the
students or visit the cou rses,”
Fried said. “ We have to con
vince the community that real
learning is happening in Life
Studies despite the unconvention
al atmosphere and flexibility of
curriculum.”
“ Questions have been raised on
the intellectual content of the cur
riculum,” Fried said. “ Whether
it’ s all process and no substance,
whether it’ s anything but a bunch
of rap sessions.”
“ There is no doubt in my
mind that there is a great deal
of skill learning; learning how to
take responsibility for one’ s own
education,” he continued.
“ How will other people know
this without talking with students
and sitting in on cla sses?” asked
Fried.
Fried said he believed both the
people in Life Studies and the
people in the Council on Educa(Continued on page 2)
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A R t lo o k

by Pat Bowie
Fine arts editor
I stood in a line Monday eve
ning in the cold and rain of down
town Dover to see a showing of
“ Love Story" at the Strand
Theater.
People of all ages
waited patiently with me to buy
the $2.25 ticket for a 7 p,m.
show which everyone assumed
would not be too crowded. Armed
with popcorn, candy, gum, and
tissues, the crowd moved into
the theater.
(My roommate
threatened to march in with a
full box of Kleenex, but grabbed
only a handful instead.)
My fervent desire to write a
satirical piece on the movie dis
appeared about half way through
the movie when I suddenly real
ized that the picture was not
quite as terrible as I had an
ticipated. Ryan O’ Neal as Ollie
is somehow not the melodrama
tic Rodney Harrington of TV’ s
“ Peyton P la ce", but a half-de
cent actor trying to put a little
dignity into a schmaltzy part.
All MacGraw is a disappoint
ment, but she does know how to
rally around the “ boy-m eetsg ir l" plot.
Some acceptable hockey shots
picture Ollie as a flying Har
vard Crimson—but notice how the
other players handle him with kid
gloves.
He has a “ big fight"
scene which only earns him a
5 -minute major penalty instead
of the uual 10-minute major.
Sigh.
But Truth Be Known, Jenny
(A li MacGraw) is dying; Ollie
takes it well, without tears, but
manages a few painful expres
sions and a red nose. Tissue.
Tear.
The audience begins to
crack a little, noses are blown,
sniffing is heard, and the view
ers steal the show.
Once
the audience begins
watching and listening to every
one else, it merely ingests the
rest of the movie fo^ it knows
what is coming. Therefore, be
fore the movie is ended, when
Jenny is dead, Ollie has given
his father the news and left to
find a solitary spot, half the
audience has surged into the
aisle. With the music swelling
and the camera soaring away, the
rest of us are left bobbing to see
the final scene to a helpless
close.

Several middle-aged ladies
pass us. “ The language was. . .
I mean, we never talked like that
when we were young, but n ow .. . "
Her voice fades into the distance.
Outside the theater the traffic
is so heavy that a Dover police
man comes out to direct the cars.
It could have been the biggest
traffic hangup in downtown Dover.
The movie follows the book so
closely that I anticipated much
of the dialogue and even noticed
lines that were excluded. (For
those who do not know, Erich
Segal wrote the screenplay first
and adapted the book from it.)
A more knowledgeable friend in
formed me that the book and
the movie provide insights into
actual Harvard living, and real
ly is not a ‘ love story’ between
Ollie and Jenny, but one between
Ollie and his father.
Maybe?
I expect that “ Love Story",
like all film phenomena, will be
around, and around again.
It
has even been nominated for four
top Oscar awards to be granted
on April 15, 1971.

Oscars
“ Love Story" has been nom
inated by the National Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci
ences for four major awards:
Best Picture, Best Actor: Ryan
O’Neal, Best A ctress: Ali Mac
Graw, and Best Director: A r
thur Hiller, Other nominees for
Best Picture include: “ Pat
ton ,"
“ Five Easy P ie c e s,"
“ M .A.S.H .,"
and “ A irp ort."
Some interesting notes about oth
er nominations: George C. Scott
was nominated for Best Actor
(“ Patton"), but he thinks that
Oscars are for the birds, has
declined one in the past, and pro
mises to decline again if he wins
in
April.
Note, too,
that
“ M .A.S.H." is up for Best P ic
ture, yet neither of its major
stars (Elliot Gould and Donald
Sutherland) was nominated for
anything; Sally “ Hot L ip s" Kellerman was nominated for best
supporting actress, however.
If you saw “ Diary of a Mad
Housewife"
you’ ll remember
Carrie Snodgrass as the “ weakw illed" Tina Balser, the mad
housewife. She has received a
nomination for best actress for
that role.

Cultural and learning center on Strawberry Banke
Theatre-by-the-Sea looks like
a vacant storefront from the side
walk of Ceres Street. If it were
not for the striking sign pain
ted on the brickwork of the drab
exterior,
the passerby would
hardly know that it is there.
Caught in a crowded waterfront
district of Portsmouth, it is ac
tually a renovated warehouse re
constructed as a community pro
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Biff who ?

by Dana Gordon
There have been many new
records released in the past sev
eral weeks. Some of them, of
course, hardly need the luxury
o f a review. The most notable
of these are George Harrison’ s
“ All Things Must P a ss" and
John Lennon’ s album,
Harri
son’ s work has been widely ac
claimed as a masterpiece and has
already resulted in two surewinner singles that will undoubt
edly help Apple Records remain
financially solvent no matter what
Paul McCartney says.
Lennon showed Solomonic wis
dom in giving his wife, Yoko
Ono, her own album; thus keep
ing his effort free of noise pol
lution.
Some of the new albums are
not as widely known as the la
test crop from Apple. One of
these is the third disc procuced by Biff Rose. R ose’ s two
previous records “ A Thorn in
M rs. Rose’ s Side” , and “ Chil
dren of Light", both on Tetragrammaton were hardly what you
would call resounding successes.
They have produced such res
ponses as “ Biff w ho?" and “ Oh,
h im ."
Now, with the advent
of an album simply titled “ Biff
R o se ",
the singer-m usician’ s
following is finally beginning to
blossom .
For some strange reason,
“ The New R o se ," his first al
bum on Buddah Records, lacks
the instant charm that is char
acteristic of the first two. But
once you get into it, album 3
is almost hypnotic.
B iff Rose has two separate
styles, both anti-melodic and both
unique. One style is a comedy
type and the other is a kind of
love ballad with laryngitis. The

Requiem to Malcolm X
by Pat Bowie
Fine Arts Editor
A thirty-minute delay and a
series
of technical problems
plagued the second annual “ Re
quiem to Malcolm X " last Sun
day afternoon. The event, spon
sored and produced by the Black
Student Union, focused on the

man in an illegitimate society,
the comments revealing that Mal
colm was a legitimate man in
an illegitimate or “ crim inal"
society; “ Malcolm is a collec
tive experience," T rice argued.
T rice also opened the question
of “ hell and hypocracy" in Am
erica ’ s attempt to ‘ make the

li f e

w orlH

and

thought o f M a lc o l m

X,

then expanded into a black in
terpretation of what M alcolm X ’ s
life and death means to the black
community.
The Strafford Room of the
Union provided a darkened set
ting for the opening candlelight
ceremony before a small aud
ience of students, faculty, and
friends. After a moment of si
lence, Kenneth Boatner, spokes
man for BSU, introduced the pro
gram as an interpretation of
the “ legacy" left by Malcolm X
“ to all black men and all black
women ignorant of their history
and searching for an identity,"
and the significance of his life
and ideology,
A film, “ Malcolm X, Struggle
for Liberation", introduced Mal
colm X and his struggle to free
the black man socially, economi
cally, and politically. The film
also stressed the “ solidarity"
between Afro-A m ericans andAfrican nations.
A short skit performed by Alan
Brangman called “ Typical Bro
th ers" ironically depicted the
black man as “ on top of the
w orld ."
Self-expression through dance
choreographed and introduced by
Saundra Brown was illustrated
in an “ A frico-Cuban" style. The
dance, as explained by Brown,
tells the story of a black mis
tress defeating a plantation wife
and cooking her in the forest;
a chant of celebration is per
formed. Dancers included Deb
bie Bynum, Vera Childs, Brenda
Knight, Joyce Rogers, Jocelyn
Smith, and Joyce Stalling. Elab
orate African costumes were
made by the group.
“ Malcolm’ s Political and So
cial V iew s," a speech given by
John T rice to complement the
film, was plagued by a power
failure in the microphone and
was cut short before he had
gotten into the bulk of his mat
erial. His remarks did, however,
reinforce a line of Malcolm’ s
own, “ We are searching for our
place in the sun and we will not
rest until we find that place.”
T rice commented upon Mal
colm ’ s uncompromising attitude
toward white standards and his
desire to return human dignity
“ for man’ s sake." Black lib
eration, T rice continued, is “ part
of every black man. , .especial
ly those of the third w orld."
The white man’ s view of Mal
colm ’ s life is far different from
the black view, explained T rice.
“ The white man is effective at
image making and distortion
(concerning Malcolm X ),’ ’ said
T rice. He added that the white
man does not deal with the inner
man and his imagination.
T rice ’ s speech became an extemperaneous survey oflegimate

s a fe fn r H o m n rra f’ y ’ w hen

a criminal societyexistsathom e.
“ People need power, . .to gain it
they need some lea d er," conclu
ded T rice, “ Malcolm is about
action."
Two
members
of “ Black
Sounds", Will Halsey, a form er
student, and Buddy Johnson, read
original poetry , accompanying
each other on drums and flute.
A short oral essay on the role
of the black woman followed with
speaker, Shirley Halsey as guest
commentator. She stressed that
the black women’ s role in the
“ struggle for liberation" should

be a complement to the black
man’ s struggle.
Mrs. Halsey
pointed out that should the black
woman take a particular role or
stand, she should want that role
and work within it.
The final commentary on Malcoms X ’ s life and death was ex
pressed through dramatic recit
ations bv Debbie Bvnum andWilhemina Harvey. Boatner retur
ned to the microphone for final
remarks:
“ If you came here
today to find something and you
did, we are glad. If you did not,
we made an attempt. We tried ."
Despite time limits, and com
plications, the tribute to Malcolm
X initiated a beginning, a begin
ning to the expanded Black Demensions series. It will now con
tinue throughout the semester
rather than coming to a dramat
ic close with the Rod Rodgers
Dance company tonight at Johnson
Theater.

comedy bit seems natural for
Rose’ s type of voice, and is a
very pleasant form of entertain
ment.
The surprise is that the ne'w
album is done predominantly in
the quasi-ballad mode. The big
ger surprise is that it works.
Perhaps the reason is that what
B iff Rose lacks in vocal polish,
he more than compensates for in
drama. Rose can portray emo
tions in a song more theatrical
ly than almost any other singer
in recent memory. It still does
not mean that he can sing; he
probably can’ t. Coincidentally,
another singer on the same re
cord label possesses a very sim
ilar ability.
That singer is
Melanie.
New albums by both artists,
when played in reasonable prox
imity, create a fascinating de
sire for an album of duets by
this pair of non-singers.
It
would be something.
One mark of a good record
becomes apparent when you at
tempt to recommend your fav
orite cuts and can’ t make up
your mind.
“ Biff R ose” has
become this type of album.
Briefly, another album that
has come out deserves some
mention. Impulse R ecords has
put out a post-mortem John Coltrane session. The tw o-record
set features Coltrane and Pharoah Sanders.
Unfortunately, the set is not
very exciting. With the excep
tion of the first cut, “ C osm os,"
it’ s not bad, but it never takes
off.
If it were good, it pro
bably would have been made available when Coltrane was still
alive. It’ s that way with all too
many records.

ject for a resident theater com
pany. The tiny, cramped inter
ior is dark, shadowy, and hard
ly big enough for both audience
and perform ers, yet this is part
of the success of New Hamp
shire’ s Theatre-by-the-Sea.
In 1964, two members of the
Portsmouth High School faculty
were concerned with developing
a small theatre for the enter
tainment and cultural benefit of
area residents.
This interest
spawned “ Theatre-by-the-Sea".
Today it is still thriving as the
only resident professional com
pany north of Boston.
The building is located in his
toric Strawberry Banke, and was
formally a grain warehouse be
fore its renovation.
Entering
from the back entrance near the
waterfront, one is led into a
comfortable intimate theatre. At
tention then rests on the small
but artistically flexible stage,
which has been adapted to a
number of diverse productions,
despite very real limitations in
space.
Composed of a professional
group of perform ers, directed by
Thomas lannicelli and his wife
kathie, who is in charge of cos
tumes, the theatre is governed by
a Board of Directors, made up of
interested members of the com-.

munity. It aims to provide high
quality theatre at reasonable
rates.
' The remaining fare for the sea
son illustrates this flexibility.
Productions range from Ten
nessee Williams’ classic drama,
“ A Streetcar Named D esire",
which opens tonight and will run
until March 20, to “ Wait Until
D ark", a play of terror and
suspense, scheduled to open on
March 25, and run until April
19.
The final presentation of
the season, “ Oh, What A Love
ly W ar", is an ironic commen
tary upon World War I opening
on April 22, and continuing un
til May 15.
“ Theatre-by-the-Sea" is divi
ded into two separate entities.
These consist of evening theatre
presentations designed generally
for adult audiences, and theatre
productions for high school and
elementary school children. The
high school program originated
three years ago, and often brings
plays to other high schools as
well as doing performances in
the Portsmouth theatre.
“ The elementary school p ro
gram is designed to give the
children an understandable plot
within the framework of song,
dance and special e ffe cts," said
one spokesman. These presen

tations, like the high
school
shows, are shown through tours
on the roads of Maine and New
. Hampshire, presenting the plays
on Saturday afternoons.
To maintain its various pro
grams, the theatre is funded by
several foundations, the Ports
mouth City Council, and num
erous donors.
The University
of New Hampshire community
contributes to “ Theatre-by-theSea" through moral and financial
support from faculty and stu
dents.
Semi-professional Uni
versity perform ers also donate
time as members of various show
casts.
One form er UNH student has
recently joined the resident com
pany.
Ginny Russell, current
ly appearing in “ A Streetcar
Named
Desire”
made
her
“ debut" at the University Theat
er.
The performances are often at
tended by University students as
part
of
class assignments.
“ Theatre-by-the-Sea"
serves
the University and its surroun
ding area as both a cultural
and a learning center which is
useful to audiences and those
perform ers who wish to perfect
their acting and technical abil
ities.

Theatre-by-the-Sea; Theater Entrance

photo by G. Smith

GOING SKIING THIS WEEKEND, OR
staying on campus to read?
These students have m ore tim e fo r learn in g
and fu n because they read d yn am ically

D IC K N E D W E D

RUSS EG GERT

B e g in n in g A v e r a g e :

264 wpm @ 74% comp.

638 wpm @ 60 % comp.

403 wpm @ 77 % comp.

3 7 5 w p m @ 5 7 ‘/ 4 % co m p .

627 wpm @ 61 % comp.

282 wpm @ 53 % comp.

E n d in g A v e r a g e :

2,000 w p m @ 8 0 % comp.

L E E S M IT H

2,945 w p m @ 8 7 % comp.

1,815 w p m @ 9 8 % comp.

JO H N TH O M PSO N

2,846 w p m @ 8 0 % comp.

B R E N T B R O T IN E

2,768 w p m @ 7 8 % comp.

J O H N N Y B L A IR
2,13 5w p m @ 6 9% co m p .

T h ey read five to ten tim es fa ster than average
so can you
Saundra Brown: Black Dimensions “requiem to Maixolm X”
photo by G. Smith

act

h a p p e n in g s

Black Art
A selection of works from Black American
artists continues on display in Scudder Gal
lery, Paul Arts Center. Viewing hours are
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays, and 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. on Sundays.

Hewitt Exhibit
An exhibition of student photographs is
on display through Mar. IG in the Corridor
Gallery at Hewitt Hall. Viewing hours are
8 a.m. to 4:.30 p.m. weekdays.

Alchemedia

The Alchemedia film series, sponsored
by MUSO, will show “ Lion’ s Love’ ’ , an
Andy Warhol color film with Superstar Viva
and the creators of “ Hair’ ’ , on March 2
in Room 4 of the Social Science Center.
There will be two showings at G;30 and
9 p.m. Admission is SI.On or .season tick
et.

Film Discussion

An Alchemedia Film discussion group
will be held Wednesday. March 3 in the
Forum room of the library at 5;30 p.m.
Two Underground short films are to t>e
viewed.

Contemporary Dance Group
A lecture-demonstration of works in pro
gress is being .sponsored by the Contempor
ary Dance Group on Thursday. March 4
at 8 p.m. in Hennessy Theatre. Paul Arts
Center.

Senior Recitals
A senior recital will lie given by Susan
Clarke, voice, and Lorraine Twombly. piano,
on Friday, March 5, at 7;30 p.rn. in Rich
ards Auditorium of .Murkland Hall. Voice
solos include the works of Brahms. Puc
cini. Barber, Naginski. and Donazetti. Pi
ano pieces include the works of Soler.
Rachmaninoff, and Villa-Lobos,

Carolyn Stone of Dover will perform a
senior recital on the baritone horn at 3
p.m.. March 7 in Room M-121, Paul Arts
Center.
Works by Teleman, Schiffmann.
Pezel, Blacjer. and Perschetti will be per
formed.
Robert P. Stevenson, baritone, will per
form excerpts from the Marriage of Figaro
by Mozart, Sanson by Handel, and works
by Schubert. Barber, and Copeland in a sen
ior recital on Saturday, March 8. at 8 p.m.
in Richards Auditorium. Murkland Hall. Ac
companist: Bonnie Mae Marshall.

Theatre-By-The-Sea
“ A Streetcar Named Desire” liy Ten
nessee Williams opens tonight at TheatreBy-The-Sea in Portsmouth . directed by
Thomas lanelli. Thursday and Friday per
formances will be given at 8 p.m. Satur
day performances are given at 9 and 9
p.m. For information or reservations, call
Portsmouth 431-GGGO or stop at the box
office at 91 Market Street in Portsmouth.
The play runs through March 20.

Reading Dynamics is not only speed reading...it is better reading
You’ll read more, understand more, remember more and
enjoy more when you learn how to read dynamically. The
world-famous, time-tested Evelyp Wood method has
proved its lasting vaJue to nearly 450,000 men and women . . .
and especially high school and college students who use
it daily in their reading assignments. Come to one of our FREE
Orientation Sessions. See a film demonstration of the
Reading Dynamics method. Have an Evelyn Wood expert
explain omr unique, easy-to-leam system to your complete
satisfaction. Be a dynamic reader . . . you’ll have more free time
and you’U be a conversational leader and an original thinker!

OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE OFTUITION REFUNO
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute will
refund your tuition if you do not at least triple your
reading index (reading rate multiplied by comprehen
sion percentage) during the Course as measured by our
standardized testing program. This policy is valid
when you have attended each classroom session and
completed the minimum daily assigned home drill at
the kvel specified by your instructor.

DON’T SACRIFICE SKIING * FOR READING;
EXCELL IN BOTH!
Last opportunities to attend a free mini lesson
at Scammel Grange (Main St.)

Northeast Band Clinic
College and high school bands will arrive
on campus,^ Friday, March G. for a twoday Northeast Band Clinic sponsored by
the Music department.
All performances
will be in the multi-purpose room of the
Union with the exception of trombone and
baritone horn clinics scheduled for Paul
Arts Center. The event is directed to dif
ferent levels.
More details will be av
ailable next week.

Chamber Music
A Chamber music recital of works by
Brahms afid Beethoven will be given in M121 of Paul Arts Center on Sunday. March
7, at 8 p.m. Performing will be Alan Grishman and Carol Block, violins; Margaret
Blickle, viola; Madeline Foley, cello; and
Donald Steele, piano.

Monday March 1st. at 2 p.m. or
Thursdiay March 4th. at 2 p.m.

For Further Information Contact
Tom Engle (868-7260) or John Peterson (868-2032)

* or any other activity you enjoy.
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Louie Frigon rates as
All-american candidate

Sports

by Kathleen Novak
“ Louie Frigon is the most
charming man I have ever met,”
said a UNH co-ed who prefers
to remain unidentified. A ccord
ing to her, the captain and star
of the Wildcats’ hockey team has
“ lovely brown eyes and a nice
sense of humor.’ ’ He is also
6’ 1’ ’ and 175 pounds, as a glance
at any game program could tell
you.
The senior general studies ma
jor is the property of the Mon
treal Canadiens, and hopes to
play professional hockey after
graduation. “ I’ d rather do that
than anything,’ ’ he said. “ I do
that the best. I could study or
work, .but I enjoy playing hockey.
It’ s a way of releasing a lot of
tension for me.’ ’
Frigon said he is not aware of
the UNH fans roaring his name
whenever he gets the puck dur
ing a game. “ The game has to
come to a standstill before you
can hear the fans,’ ’ he explained.
“ Then I can pick out some voi
ces of my friends.’ ’

Injury Free
Frigon has never been serious
ly injured playing hockey. “ I’ m
not injury-prone,’ ’ he said. “ I
think I’ ve only had about ten or
twelve stitches here at UNH.’ ’
He has never broken a bone, lost
a tooth, or had a concussion.
Asked if he would wear a helmet
if he played next year, since
helmets are optional in profes
sional hockey, he replied that he
All America candidate and second leading scorer in the East,
Louie Frigon.
photo by Wallner

would if he found a more com
fortable one.
Frigon is a brother of Theta
Chi, but he lives in Stoke Hall,
where he has been a resident
assistant for three sem esters.
“ The R .A .’ s job has changed in
the past couple of years,’ ’ he
said. “ There’ s not much per
sonal contact anymore. Nobody
likes to talk to R .A .’ s. They
consider them part of the es
tablishment.’ ’
A native of Montreal, Quebec,
Frigon attended French gram
mar and high schools, and did not
learn English until he came to
UNH.
A hockey player since
the age of five or six, he was
recruited for UNH by former
Wildcat coach Rube Bjoorkman.
“ I felt out of place for the
first year,
but after that I
felt accepted,’ ’ Frigon said. “ The
people are the same once you get
to know them. I was fortunate
being a hockey player. I like
the campus.
It’ s a nice uni
versity. If I’ d gone to BU say,
I would have had to cope with
the city.
I enjoy the relaxed
way of life that people live here.’ ’
Of all the honors and awards
he has won for playing hockey,
the one that meant the most to
him was the Most Valuable Play
er award in the ECAC Christ
mas tournament. “ There were
two really excellent team s,’ ’ he
said.
“ We ended up in third
place and I got the award.’ ’ He
grinned.

ECAC STANDINGS

goals
assists
points
33
11
44
Sophomore
27
36
63
Junior
36
29
65
Senior(to date)
Last season Frigon set the record for assists in one season
and points in one season, both have since been broken. Louie
has rebroken his record for points in one season with this year’ s
total of 65. Teammate Mike McShane now holds the record for
assists in one season with 38 so far this year. Louie also holds
the record for career goals, 89, and the record of career points.
172, breaking Bobby Brandt’ s record of 148.

Boston University
Clarkson
Cornell
Harvard
Providence
Brown
Pennsylvania
NEW HAMPSHIRE
RPI

won
16
13
13
12
10
10
10
10
6

lost
1
2
3
4
5
5
6
7
4

percentage
.941
.912
.813
.750
.667
.667
.625
.588
.583

tied
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

New Hampshire’ s freshman
hockey squad downed Bowdoin
7-4 for their fourth victory of
the year.
The freshmen were
powered by two goals each from
Gordie Clark, Rick Olmstead,
and Dan MacCaffrey.
Going into this Monday’ s con

ing up only ten points over the
first 11 minutes while scoring
29. During this half the kittens
controlled the game, outrebounding Emmanuel and scoring free
ly. Joanne Lannin led the squad
with 14 points and Sandi Tilton
added 12 to the victory.
An apology to several mem
bers of the girl’ s ski team.
Cathy Bunk, Joan Taylor, Judy
Upham, Judy Roberts, and Sue
Beaudet led New Hampshire to
their victory in the cro ss coun
try race held last Thursday.
Chris Craigin and Ellie Stoykovich paced UNH in the slalom
events.
A final note, the Boston Red
Sox sent West Coast scout Ray
Boone to Mexico to hunt up re
lief pitcher Vincente Romo. The
righthander is a week late re
porting for spring training. Last
year after Romo had gone 11
days without reporting to train
ing, Boone found him basking in
the sun in front of his home in
Sonora, Mexico.

test with UMass, Julius Erving,
their
all-A m erica candidate,
leads New England in scoring
with a 27.2 per game average.
His 20 rebounds per game aver
age also leads New England and is
second in the nation only to Jac
ksonville’ s 7’ 2’ ’ Artis Gilmore.
Dave Pemberton of UNH is fifth
in New England with 13 rebounds
per game average.
Louis Frigon also is locked in
a scoring race.
Frigon’ s 2.6
points per game average is se
cond in the East only to Har
vard’ s Joe Cavanaugh with a
2.76 average. The injured John
uray remains in tnira with a 2.45
points per game average.
Tuesday night, the women’ s
basketball team defeated Em
manuel College 52-36 bringing
their season record to 3-0.
The
game
stayed
close
throughout the first half, the
Wildkittens holding a slight edge,
22-18, at the buzzer. In the se
cond half UNH came alive, giv

Sports Calendar
Friday, February 26:
wrestling - Maine, fieldhouse
3:00
freshman basketball - BU,
fieldhouse 6:00
basketball - BU, fieldhouse

8:00
Saturday, February 27:
hockey - Colgate, Snively
Arena 7:00
sw im m in g
V e rm o n t,
fieldhouse 2:00
ficalimau basKeiball - Exeter,

away
M onday, March 1:
freshm an
b a sk etb a ll
Cham berlayne,
fie ld h o u s e

6:00
basketball - Massachusetts,
fieldhouse 8:00
freshm an
h ock ey
Massachusetts, away

Skiers prepare for meet
by Deane Morrison
W ith the completion of two ma
jor carnivals, coach Tom Upham
rates the three Eastern ski po
wers Dartmouth, Middlebury and
UNH as ‘ ^bout even.’ ’ In both
carnivals, John Kendall
was
named skimeister for his out
standing showing in all four e vents, pacing New Hampshire’ s
efforts for Eastern supremacy.
In the Dartmouth Carnival,
Middlebury finished first fol
lowed by UNH and Dartmouth.
In the Williams Winter Carni
val, Dartmouth was first foll
owed by New Hampshire and
Middlebury. This weekend UNH
travels to Middlebury for the
third clash of Division A schools
in what will determine the East
ern Championship.
“ Anyone of us could finish
first, second , or third on any
given day,’ ’ pointed out Upham.
“ It all depends on who gets the
breaks and who doesn’ t. If we
have the better wax and are
seeded better we will have the
advantage. Waxing depends on
experience and how well you know
your skiers. Each condition re 
quires a different wax. Getting
seeded well is chance. If we are
drawn first our racers ski first,
which enables them to ski a smoo
ther course.’ ’
“ I’ d say our strongest event
is cross country,’ ’ he noted.
“ Both
Peter
Dascoulias and
Bruce
Cunningham
are very
strong.
Our weakest event is
jumping. John Kendall is our
best jumper but the others need
more practice which they can’t
get because we have no hill.

New Hampshire gymnast Jim Gornall performs on the parallel
bars. G ornall’s 44.15 pants in all 6 events paced U NH W ednes
day to their best team score this season.
photo by White

photo by E. White

Commentary

The basketball season
by Gary Gilmore
Sports Editor
“ When I came in I knew the
program was lousy - the kids
have done a remarkable job.
I am frustrated, disappointed, the
job they’ ve done every game with little recognition,’ ’ said UNH
basketball coach Gerry Friel.
“ All I’ m asking is that the
students become aware, an hon
est involvement.
If they don’ t
like the program, fine! At least
we know where things stand. If
only,’ ’ sounded Friel, “ they (the
students) would show some sup
port one night.
I’ m not going
to grow old and gray in this
apathetic situation.’ ’

Hoop Revival

Sports Roundup
Wednesday the UNH gymnas
tics team totaled a season high
129.95 points only to lose to
Massachusetts
jayvees.
Who
scored 136.85. The UMass squad
was aided considerably by the
addition of several varsity per
form ers.
New
Hampshire’ s
strong showing was largely at
tributable to the scoring of all
events perform er Hal Rettstadt
and Jim Cornell who accounted
for 87.3 of the UNH total. Ro
ger Anderson also added a first
in the sidehorse and Chuck Shoe
maker scored the most points
for UNH in any one event with an
8.y& second place finish in the
long horse.

Dave Pemberton (44) pulls down a rebound. Also trying to latch onto the ball is Todd Nechtem
(12). Frank Davis (54) 2nd Paul Corm ier (24) look on.

In the slalom and giant slalom
we have Alpine skiers that are
among the best in the East.
Basically, we’ re reasonably so
lid in all the events with no
event outstanding.’ ’
“ This weekend we’ ll be at a
disadvantage because of a 200foot ski jump which is larger
than we’ re used to.
They’ re
also holding a downhill instead
of giant slalom which is ano
ther disadvantage.’ ’ Upham ad
ded, “ We don’ t have any hill
to train for these events.’ ’
If UNH finishes in the top
three in the Easterns it will
qualify them for the NCAA cham
pionship held in South Dakota.
“ If we hold our own in down
hill we should do all right,’ ’
he concluded.

This isn’ t meant as an educa
tion in ‘ support your team’ but
more an attempt to understand
the value and implications of a
sport such as basketball.
Since Gerry Friel came to New
Hampshire two years ago there
has been an evolving renaissance
in the caliber of basketball that’ s
been played. The mediocre and
lackluster squads that played be
fore a few hundred a few years
ago have been replaced with more
talented and much more aggresive, hustling teams.
But the
stands that would hold 4000 have
rarely been more than a quarter
full.
Since semester break F riel’ s
charges have been the best team
to watch, excluding gymnastics
possibly. Although holding a los
ing record (they are 10-11 for
the season) they have rarely
been out of a game and have
pushed Dartmouth and Rhode Is
land into overtime. The team has
matured. Monday UNH faces its
best opponent, UMass, in Lundholm gymnasium.
Massachusetts
is
the top
ranked team in New England.
UMass is probably headed for
the NIT tournament in New York
City or the NCAA’ s after the con
clusion of the regular season.
All that stands between them and
a bid is New Hampshire.
Rhode Island’ s coach, after de
feating UNH in overtime, said,
“ If New Hampshire plays that
good against Mass, particularly
Pemberton (who scored 28 points)
then they’ ll offset Julius (Erving)
and they will stay in the ball
game and possibly win.’ ’ Friel
has also said that “ if we have
support, an all out effort, and a
good night then we can win that
game.’ ’
New Hampshire has gotten bet
ter to where it could challenge a
major team, where it could be
close to plunging into a major
college schedule. But Friel has
rebuilt basketball here before
basketball has drawn the enthu
siasm to support more than a
mediocre competition.
“ My whole plea,’ ’ cites Friel,
“ is for a little vocal support attendance, enthusiasm, interest.
Not just basketball, all the teams.

Student Interest
If basketball is to grow it needs
student interest. After going on
a road trip and facing sold out
crowds, it cannot always return
home to face 3000 empty seats
and a relative handful of vocal
support and still continually play
up to its top capabilities. An
empty fieldhouse hurts team mo
rale and performance.
If you haven’t got the school
behind you, this lack of support
also
hurts
recruiting. John
Grachimitck a 6’ 8’ ’ high school
senior about to enter Assumption
next fall looked past UNH after
he attended one of our home
games. He was more impressed
with the support Assumption got
from its student body.
“ People in the stands decide
the close games,’ ’ freshman bas
ketball coach Joe Rahal added.
“ People don’t realize they have a
lot to do with the success of a
team. We’ re worried about the
future of basketball h ere.’ ’
Since basketball doesn’t claim
a large segment of the Uni
versity’ s support then perhaps a
major college squad would have
no value here. Perhaps the sport
of basketball should be discon
tinued.
If the students don’t
care the funds could be spent
elsewhere.
Yet how can the value of basketoaii De determined? if one
was to judge by the few who turn
out for the games now, one might
believe basketball is not worth
continuing. You might be correct,
but there are a great number of
events of high quality on campus
that go relatively unattended.
If the apathy that finds its mood
here on campus were to be the
determining factor, you would
still have hockey games, a few
football games, several parties
and little else.
If people do not care what hap

pens then their indifference could
determine the course of events.
Friday UNH FACES Boston Uni
versity hoping to avenge an ear
lier 90-78 loss. The BU loss
was the only poor game New
Hampshire has played this sem
ester as it came on an off night.
UNH closes out the season Mon
day night at 8;00 against Mass
achusetts.

HARDWARE HOUSE
TENNIS SHOES
&
JOGGING SHOES

$ 1 0 .9 5

GIRL’S TENNIS* SHOES

$ 9 .9 5

‘Want ToWork OnThe Cape
‘Tfext
Summer* ?

You can, if you know how to go about choosing a job,
landing a job, and doing a job. Cape Cod employers need good
Summer help, and thousands o f college students need Summer
jobs. We’re not an employment agency, but our brochure, “ HOW
TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE” provides the answers to all sorts
o f questions concerning Cape Cod Summer employment.
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Blues, Traditional, and hoik Music

Get behind the teams, find out if
they deserve support.
I feel
we’ ve done a good job, we’ ve
worked hard and we’ re not get
ting a 50% dividend.’ ’
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THE AQUARIUS COFFEEHOUSE
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DRY CLEANING <S LAUNDRY SERVICE
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8 p.m,

- 1 am

Come early for Fresh Cookies
Adm ission 250

^

42 M0in St.

Durham

868-5091

Act now, and you may be the early bird. Wait a month,
and you may have to wait another year.
For our brochure, ‘HOW TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE’
send $1.00 to:
CAPE COD CENTRAL
WELLFLEET, MASS. 02667

